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About This Game

From the folks behind the BIT.TRIP series comes the frantic insanity that is WOAH DAVE! Help our hero, Dave Lonuts,
survive an insane alien invasion and line his pockets with shiny pennies.

Hurl alien eggs, skull bombs, and explosive WOAH blocks to stay alive and sky rocket yourself to high score fame and fortune.

The brave players who manage to survive the alien onslaught and collect the most coins will be rewarded with top placement on
the fierce online leaderboards. Do you have what it takes to be the world’s best Dave? Or will you end up playing second fiddle

to another, more powerful Dave?

Woah Dave! also features a local two-player competitive mode, where two Daves can go head-to-head in a battle to collect the
most coins. We aren’t exaggerating when we say it could very well result in ruined friendships and unsalvageable marriages.

Competitive games are good like that.

If that isn’t enough Dave for you, there’s also Bonkers Mode with more aliens, more lava, and more chances to get killed. Those
who brave the storm will be rewarded with a splendor of precious coinage; those who fail will be revoked of their License to

Dave.

Good luck, and may the best Dave win.
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I have played a lot of these VR rollercoaster games and most are rubbish. This is the best one so far. Good length, great sense of
speed and a lot of imagination went into the track layout. Graphically this was amazing...well done DEV. Keep making more
please.... UPDATED REVIEW.

With joysticks now supported I can give this a thumbs up.
Its a fun little flight game. Not really a simulator. Plane Physics are no the best bur doing the missions are fun. The ground
textures could use some work though. Id rather have a basic flat texture than pixelated satillite views.

ORIGINAL REVIEW
Why no joystick Support?!?! I really wanted to like this simplistic Flight Simulator. I play super sims like DCS FSX and ROF
this game would have been awesome to play on my laptop but i cant use my joystick! I know its a mobile port but come on! I
wish i liked playing sims on mobile but i really dont.. its no fun without a joystick.. PLEASE fix this! This would be a great
little sim.. Unable to disable controller, so I have two players mapped to exactly the same controller.. Excellent time
management style restaurant game, in this case, a cafe\/bakery school theme. Absolutely must try if you are a lover of the DE
series or time management in general. Surprised this isn't one of the top most popular TM games on STEAM. Definitely highly
recommended. Good and simple
you have to use every block on the map
But you are not able to move on them twice unless it have a number on them

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O7Bh1yafS7Y. I really liked this cool and funny game.
it's free to play
and for free to play game
it's really cool and me and my friends
playing together on this game.
i am supporting this game. and i think the creators
made a real nice,cool and funny game. Mobile(Free but epic grindy) Ported to PC(Epic grindy).

Simplistic Space Ship Battles that last anywhere from 5s to 5minutes per battle. If you are looking for in-depth tactical\/strategic
space battles with content and mind-blowing ship to ship action...this is not the game for you.

Lacking some content from the mobile ported game. ( Fewer by 5 ships available for use). "Titan Ship Class" as a PAID DLC,
as opposed to being "free(grind to get for free)" on the mobile game.

Controls are non-optimized for PC, just a straight up port and whatever the hell as long devs make money.

For a game released on mobile and now in pc, the english makes me wanna slap myself. Plus a lot of ########## in some
scenarios(unfinished texts). Lots of the game hints don't make sense( I think this is due to being translated from a different
language to English)

On the plus side, it's a game where you don't need to use any brains. at all. Relaxing to play a few battles now and then, and just
enjoy the gfx and ships exploding, although not for free, unlike mobile ersion).

Play the mobile version, you can get free "gold" and "khorium(2nd currency)" every few minutes by just force watching ads.

If you are looking for an intense ship-to-ship dakka dakka game, you are better off playing Battlefleet Gothic: Armada.. + great
sensation of speed
+ original and fun score and turbo system
+ fun drifting
+ cool looking cars
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- a bit on the short side (less than 4 hours to beat the campaign), but has tons of replay value for sheer fun alone and if you want
to get Gold Trophies in every race

Recommended if you want short fun rides. It's nice to play a couple of races when you only have a few mins to yourself.. I think
the people talk about more vao takes on the game is good!. We've got armadillos in our trousers. It's frightening, you know? The
size!
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this game crashes in every way and i have only played 46 minutes.

this game is the meaning of what people mean when they talk about things they have stepped on.

how can developers fail so big dont buy this game. Great Mechanics but needs improvement on moving and a regeneration
mechanic with bullets that you can acctuclly dodge.. Join Server
Kills 10 people without diening
People vote kick you
You are kicked.

10/10 Would kick again. This game surprised me. There aren't a huge amount of longer story-based games out there on the
Vive. I like the cartoony graphics and the ship battles are pretty fun. The game isn't perfect, but it's a good time killer.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uomAH2rLqVY. Great intro/tutorial. Simple, cute and fun, I could play this for hours xD
Awesome!. An EA game that doesn't force you to download Origin.
10/10. I came for the Cheap Golf, I stayed for the technological singularity. Really fun game, the mechanics of flinging the
boop are solid, and the levels are challenging. The aesthetic is great too, atari-esque retro feel complete with old CRT scanlines.

Also, SUSAN.. Bullet hell!. Heroes of Arca might be the biggest dissapointment I've ever experienced on Steam. It is not a bad
game per se, but has some flaws which sucked the enjoyment out of it for me personally.

My biggest concern is that while the game seems to offer different choices when it comes to allocating your skillpoints, only one
approach is feasible (i.e. investing points into your minions). Even the developer himself admits that successfully finishing the
first area can already be a challenge if one skilled "wrong": "unforturnaly, it will be a realy hard to defeat Master without
creatures of level 5". If you skilled "wrong" you are stuck with grinding exp to make up for that mistake, making the game very
repetitive because you'll end up losing most fights and always have to fight a copy of yourself then, too. On the one hand this
allows for quicker collection of EXP, on the other hand it becomes boring pretty fast. Moreover, the effect of chance (or RNG)
seems just to powerful - even if you do great for 80% of the fight, lucky rolls from your opponent can turn the tides of battle
extremely quickly. Due to these points, the combat, which is the focus of the game, is just not fun if you took the "wrong"
approach to skilling.

The graphics are also a bit dull (they look quite nice in the preview on Steam, but scaled up they lose fidelity), which is
unfortunate because the hand-drawn sequences are very nice.

I cannot say much about the story because I was unable to progess very far due to the aforementioned imbalance, and the game
was just not fun enough for me to start over or attempt to grind more EXP. What little I saw of it was nothing of out the
ordinary, but the story is certainly not meant to be the focus of this game anyway.

It is also unfortunate that the information provided in the game is a bit lackluster, because the developer wrote a guide for
Heroes of Arca which provides some information which could avoid frustrations such as mine if one read it before starting the
game.

Because having a fun beginning is important for long-time motivation in a game and the factor of RNG seems to dominant for a
tactical game I do not recommend the game in its current state.

TL;DR: Game is okay if you know that you should spent all your points into your minions on the first island and don't mind
losing battles due to unlucky RNG; otherwise it can be frustrating.
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